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adidas Originals Tubular series development has been quite diverse appearance, various styles of modeling is also a certain degree
of recognition, and the series of force member Tubular Shadow is inherited many classic genes on their own, but also indirectly
create a way to become an independent school. A rubber outsole hovercraft and sleek shoe body contour, and then wear boots
collocation design sock type convenient inside, let foot more comfortable and unique, this time will be Adidas Originals outdoor full
camouflage pattern with suede material, in addition to the use of asymmetric design Tubular Shadow shoe body inside and outside
create a strong contrast. Interested candidates are currently available on the adidas online official website at a price of 90 pounds. 
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sports brand when it comes to the special day will always be with special color to celebrate the new year, and Chinese shoes is also
a major feature of festivals, theme color is usually red and gold simply to emphasize the festivity, and foreign shoes website also
picked up 10 double think they can do for the new year this year on behalf of Chinese color shoes over the years, though, but you can
still see the prospecting shoe foreign Editorial Department of the selected style and their list is similar. 
adidas, Originals, ZX, Flux, CNY sanding 
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Nike today in New York launched in the spring of 2015 Nike Women shoe preview, to cater to women's sports life style of the
footwear product line is complete, and the main Flyknit technology to achieve through Flyknit technology support and breathability,
female athletes in the movement to provide maximum support, this is expected to launch three models shoes for running Nike Flyknit
Lunar 3 for Flyknit Zoom training Nike Agility, Nike Roshe Flyknit and more casual. 
Nike Flyknit Lunar 3 
Nike Flyknit Lunar 3 combined with Flyknit and Lunarlon in the upper shock bottom, bring the female runners out light and protection
ability of the shoes, careful observation can be found more dense Flyknit structure in the heel, in order to provide better support, at the
forefoot loose weave is in order to improve the air permeability, Nike Flyknit Lunar 3 will be in February 12, 2015 on sale, and
provides 6 different color. 
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Nike Flyknit Zoom Agility 
Nike Flyknit Zoom Agility Tiago is equipped with Nike's most unique innovative technology Flyknit technology and new type of Zoom
Air? Flyknit, required to provide training upper support and air permeability, a new type of hexagonal Zoom Air for women can like
movement of the foot in compression at the largest offer buffer and reaction. Nike Flyknit Zoom Agility will be on sale from February
12, 2015. 
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Kyrie Irving in this season so far can be said to be very active for a year, whether it is personal or excellent performance in the game
is the first double signature shoes popular degree, all made him squeeze become one of the league's top point guard. Nike
Basketball in the near future for everyone to bring a new color, although the color configuration may not be better than he used in the
first round of the players version of the strong, but also do not have a flavor. With strong sense of metal silver used in shoes
everywhere, so that the overall exudes a low-key and elegant texture, maybe we have a chance in the next game saw Irving in person
to do! 
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Under Armour in the upcoming St. Patrick festival for occasional color to meet this will hit volumes in the NBA field of the green sea,
the selection of shoes for Spine and Under? Armour? Micro G Charge?, in the green shoe body collocation some mint green to
make sense the performance, also used to do the Golden Shoe body details ornament make shoes look extravagance, the two pairs



of special color will in the United States in 16? Under Armour the official website of the limited sale, love friends can look at the
reference. 
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Air Jordan 6 Low after 13 years has been engraved in the posture of return, previously sold two pairs of Infrared and Metallic Silver
are Old School's classic color, but this weekend the upcoming version in recent years are popular and often nicknamed 'Sprite' color
concept to build, will be combined with the modern old shoes fashion elements, bring you the same popular in today's atmosphere,
engraved shoes role gradually from the court to the actual conversion OTC trend, bright color like youthful more close to the daily outfit
demand. 

overseas is expected to be available on September 19th,: 304401-106, Taiwan will also be listed this weekend, priced at $5800.
Before the official sale, you first appreciate the Wish Atlanta first shot for the real map! 
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Asics Tartherzeal is Asics's famous "tiger walking shoes" new running shoes, and now it has launched the TS version. This version of
TS to the medial forefoot and heel wear-resistant rubber, in addition of U type high hardness material to increase the stability of
synthetic leather toe reinforcing enhances durability, the positioning for the lightweight suspension type, belong to the professional
level of competition and training shoes, there is a need to look at the reference runner. Japan listed in February this year, the price:
13650 yen.
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